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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG
SAMMANFATTNING

Hårfrisörer utsätts dagligen för en mängd kemikalier på arbetet. Många frisörer
drabbas därför av luftvägsbesvär vilka ofta kan kopplas till hårblekningsmedel.
Blekningsmedlen innehåller bland annat så kallade persulfater. Dessa tros vara en
av huvudorsakerna till luftvägsbesvären. Flera studier har visat att persulfater kan
ge symptom från luftvägarna såsom hösnuva eller astma. Det är dock oklart hur
dessa symptom uppstår. Det saknas även bra metoder för att fastställa att en person
lider av luftvägsbesvär orsakade av persulfater samt bra metoder för att mäta den
mängd persulfat som en person inandats. Dessa brister gör att det blir svårt att
både diagnostisera luftvägsbesvär orsakade av persulfater samt att arbeta i
förebyggande syfte.

Näsan och dess slemhinna utgör det första försvaret mot de bakterier och
kemikalier som vi dagligen andas in. Försvaret utgörs till stor del av proteiner.
Dessa proteiner har förmåga att binda de ämnen som vi andas in, så att dessa kan
transporteras ut ur luftvägarna. Proteinerna kan också, tillsammans med så kallade
epitelceller i slemhinnan, bygga upp en barriär som motverkar att bakterier och
andra farliga ämnen tar sig in i kroppen. I näsans slemhinna finns också olika
sorters immunceller vilka styrs av en viss typ av proteiner.

En av flera mekanismer som tros ligga bakom luftvägsbesvären, är att persulfater
oxiderar proteiner och andra strukturer i slemhinnan samt triggar immunceller till
att producera så kallade fria syreradikaler, vilka också är oxiderande. Oxidation
innebär att en eller flera syremolekyler adderas till proteinet. För många
oxiderande processer i kroppen kan ge upphov till ett tillstånd som benämns
oxidativ stress, något som kan orsaka vävnadsskada och celldöd.

Proteiner i näsans slemhinna kan samlas upp genom en sköljning av näsan med
koksaltlösning. Genom att i denna nässköljvätska mäta mängden av olika
proteiner, kan reaktioner i näsans slemhinna studeras efter att den exponerats för
ett visst ämne. Mätningar av de oxiderade eller på andra sätt modifierade
proteinerna kan ge ett mått på den mängd kemikalie som en person andats in.

Syftet med denna avhandling var att mäta de proteinförändringar som sker i näsan
då slemhinnan kommer i kontakt med persulfat. Dessa proteinförändringar skulle
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kunna bidra till en ökad förståelse om hur dessa luftvägsbesvär uppstår samt
fungera som ett mått på den mängd persulfat en person andats in och/ eller på de
reaktioner som satts igång.

I denna avhandling har en metod tagits fram för att mäta över 200 proteiner som
finns i nässköljvätska. En metod har även tagits fram för att mäta ett mindre antal
proteinoxideringar. Dessa metoder är baserade på så kallad masspektrometri. De
framtagna metoderna samt en sedan tidigare befintlig metod användes till att mäta
proteinhalter och proteinoxidation i nässköljvätskeprov. Nässköljvätskan erhölls
från en tidigare studie där en persulfatlösning sprutades in i näsan på
försökspersoner. Nässköljvätskan samlades in före och 20 min, 2h och 5h efter att
försökspersonerna utsatts för persulfatlösningen. Frisörer med hösnuva kopplad
till blekmedel jämfördes med frisörer utan luftvägsbesvär samt med individer med
hösnuva men som inte utsattes för blekmedel i sitt arbete.

Resultaten visade att flera proteiner involverade i olika reaktioner i
immunförsvaret, samt proteiner som utgör byggstenar i näsans slemhinna,
förändrades efter att försökspersonerna utsatts för persulfatlösningen. Den exakta
biologiska betydelsen av dessa fynd samt om något av dessa proteiner kan
användas som ett mått på en reaktion orsakad av persulfat måste undersökas mer i
framtida studier. Det framkom även att persulfater framkallade en viss typ av
proteinoxidationer. Dessa typer av proteinoxideringar kan även framkallas av fria
syreradikaler som bildas vid oxidativ stress. Denna typ av proteinoxidering skulle
därför eventuellt kunna användas som ett mått för oxidativ stress.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Frequently used abbreviations. For abbreviations of protein names, see Table 2.

DTT Dithiothreitol

ESI Electrospray ionization

Hb Hemoglobin

HSA Human Serum Albumin

IDA Information-dependent data
acquisition

iTRAQ Isobaric tags for relative and absolute
quantification

LMW Low-molecular-weight

LC Liquid chromatography

LOD Limit of detection

MS Mass Spectrometry

MS/MS Tandem mass spectrometry

NLF Nasal lavage fluid

OA Occupational asthma

OR Occupational rhinitis

ROS Reactive oxygen species

RP Reversed phase

SRM Selected reaction monitoring

TEMPO 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperdine 1-oxyl

QqQ/LIT Triple quadrupole/linear ion trap

QqTOF Quadrupole time-of-flight
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INTRODUCTION

General background

Airway diseases such as asthma and rhinitis are common and it has been estimated
that 315 million people suffer from asthma worldwide and the number is even
higher for rhinitis [1, 2]. In recent years, work-related asthma and rhinitis have
received more attention as a public health concern due to a high prevalence and
socioeconomic impact [3]. Many agents present at work are capable of inducing
respiratory symptoms and each year new substances are reported [4]. For many
low-molecular-weight (LMW) agents the underlying mechanisms are unclear and
valuable biomarkers of effect are lacking which limits the possibility for
diagnostics. Proteomics, i.e. the large-scale study of proteins[5], offer a wide range
of powerful techniques that can be applied to almost any disease and/or toxicant to
unravel important disease mechanisms and identify potential biomarkers.

Biomarkers

Biomarkers are important tools within research, health care and risk assessment. A
biomarker can be defined as “an indicator signaling an event or condition in a
biological system or sample and giving a measure of exposure, effect, or
susceptibility” [6]. A biomarker of exposure is defined as a “biomarker that
relates exposure to a xenobiotic to the levels of the substance or its metabolite, or
of the product of an interaction between the substance and some target molecule
or cell that can be measured in a compartment within an organism”, a biomarker
of effect is defined as a “biomarker that, depending on its magnitude, can be
recognized as associated with an established or possible health impairment or
disease” and a biomarker of susceptibility is defined as a “biomarker of an
inherent or acquired ability of an organism to respond to exposure to a specific
substance” [6]. Biomarkers of exposure and effect together reflect all events from
the initial exposure to the early and late biological changes ultimately resulting in
disease, while biomarkers of susceptibility reflect effect-modifying factors that
reduce the resistance towards the chemical compound and thereby predisposing
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the individual for the disease [7]. A good biomarker should be chemically stable
during storage and analysis, not prone to artifactually induced modifications,
present at detectable levels, specifically and quantitatively correlated to the event
or condition it indicates, have low within-individual variations, and measured with
a simple and cost-efficient method that is specific, sensitive, reproducible and non-
invasive [7-10].

Hairdressers and airway diseases

Several studies have identified hairdressing as a risk occupation for developing
symptoms from the airways such as asthma and rhinitis [11-17]. Two recent
studies showed that in women, hairdressing is one of the occupations with highest
risks for developing occupational asthma [16, 17]. Occupational rhinitis (OR) and
occupational asthma (OA) are inflammatory diseases of the upper and lower
airways, respectively, that are caused by agents at the workplace. These diseases
are characterized by variable airflow obstruction, hypersecretion and
hyperresponsiveness, with airway symptoms present or worsened at work [18, 19].

Persulfate salts, which are active ingredients in hair bleaching products, have been
recognized as major causal agents for airway symptoms in hairdressers [11, 13, 16,
20] (Figure 1). These products, which can be present at concentrations up to 60%
in hair lighteners, are used as oxidizing agents to accelerate the bleaching process
of peroxide hair bleaches. There are three types of persulfate salts used in hair
bleaching products; ammonium, potassium and sodium persulfate. It is assumed
that toxic effects of persulfates will primarily come from the persulfate anion,
which is likely to generate hydrogen peroxide and sulfate ion radicals [21].

Figure 1. Chemical structure of potassium persulfate (K2S2O8).

Diagnostic tools for persulfate-induced asthma and rhinitis as well as risk
assessment tools for persulfate exposure are limited [20, 22-24]. This makes
diagnostic and preventive work challenging and many cases of OA and OR may
be overlooked or diagnosed late. Persulfate exposure has been assessed in a few
studies by monitoring persulfate air levels [12, 25, 26]. However, no biomarkers
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for persulfate exposure are available. A part of the diagnostic work is to establish a
causal relationship between persulfate and respiratory symptoms. The golden
standard methods for establishing these relationships are currently specific nasal
provocation tests or specific bronchial provocation tests [3, 20, 23]. However,
specific bronchial provocation tests are relatively expensive, have limited
availability and can be risky inducing severe asthmatic reactions. There is also a
lack of standardized procedures for nasal provocation tests [3].

Similarly to many other LMW chemicals, the pathogenesis for persulfate-
associated airway symptoms is largely unclear. Most studies agree upon the
involvement of an immunologic mechanism, but no consensus has been reached
regarding the details [20, 24, 27-29]. The clinical picture is similar to the classical
IgE-mediated airway diseases and an IgE-mediated mechanism has thus been
proposed [27, 28, 30]. Some studies [27, 28, 30] have been able to detect positive
skin prick tests against persulfates in a proportion of the patients while, in other
studies, skin prick tests were negative for all patients [20, 24, 29]. Other studies
have indicated the involvement of T-lymphocytes [24, 31]. Diab et al found that
persulfates induced a shift towards Th1 cells in hairdressers with bleaching
powder associated rhinitis [24].

Also, persulfates can at high concentrations induce airway symptoms through an
irritative mechanism [22]. Furthermore, persulfates have been suggested to work
as exogenous pro-oxidants, directly acting on cells and proteins and shifting the
redox balance towards a state of oxidative stress [32]. The oxidizing salts have
been shown to induce histamine release from mast cells [33], induce generation of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) from mast cells and basophils and oxidize proteins
in vitro [32, 34]. Oxidants can induce and/or promote airway inflammation and
airway hyperresponsiveness [35, 36]. Oxidative stress is considered to be an
important player in the pathogenesis of asthma and rhinitis [35-37].

Proteins of the Nasal Mucosa

The respiratory system is in constant contact with the air and thereby potentially
pathogenic microorganisms and noxious substances. The nose and the nasal
mucosa are the first line of defense towards potentially harmful environmental
agents. In the nose, there is a coarse filter consisting of hair and mucus, which
prevents material of larger size to enter the airways [38]. The mechanical barrier,
which consists of ciliated columnar epithelial cells linked together with tight
junctions and covered with a mucus layer, protects against inhaled pathogens and
toxic substances through the actions of the mucociliary clearance system. Thus,
pathogens and foreign substances are trapped in the mucus and are then removed
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from the airways by the rhythmic beating cilia [39, 40]. The upper layer of the
mucus mainly consists of water, ions and cross-linked mucins while the lower
layer, which is less viscous, contains proteins with a wide range of properties
important to innate immunity e.g. antimicrobial, antiprotease/protease, antioxidant,
anti-inflammatory and detoxifying properties [41-43]. The mucus also contains
immunoglobulins that are key players of adaptive immunity [44]. The mucus
proteins are primarily produced by goblet and ciliated cells of the epithelium and
by mucus and serous cells of the submucosal glands. Aside from the proteins
secreted by epithelial and gland cells, the mucus also contains plasma and salivary
proteins as well as proteins produced by immune cells [45].
Collection of nasal lavage fluid (NLF) is a simple and relatively noninvasive
technique to obtain proteins originating from the nasal mucosa. Samples can be
collected repeatable over relatively short time periods. Therefore the method is
especially useful in provocation studies where nasal responses to various stimuli
are assessed by analyzing samples collected before and after provocation [46].
Since NLF is obtained by a washing of the nasal epithelium lining it contains
secreted proteins from the cells of the nasal mucosa, plasma proteins and proteins
that have been cleared from the airway mucosal tissue [45, 47, 48].

Proteomics

Proteins are involved in most biological processes and pathways in the human
body. Thus, studies of the proteome can give a better understanding of disease
pathogenesis. Several proteomic studies of samples originating from the nasal
mucosa have been conducted to map the proteins of the upper airways and assess
proteomic changes associated with different exposures and/or airway diseases [48-
60]. All of these studies used untargeted approaches, in where the proteins of
interest are a priori unknown and an attempt is made to measure as many proteins
as possible in the sample. An important advantage of such strategies is the
potential to discover novel proteins. However, comprehensive proteome discovery
experiments using mass spectrometry (MS) often require extensive sample
prefractionation and they are therefore often time-consuming and labor-intense
limiting the number of samples that can be analyzed [61-63]. Another important
weakness of the untargeted approaches is their limited capability to reproducibly
monitor proteins in complex samples [61, 62]. On the other hand, targeted MS-
based quantification, which is mainly performed by selected reaction monitoring
(SRM), can reproducibly quantify proteins in complex samples with high
throughput. It has a wider dynamic range and a lower limit of detection (LOD)
than the discovery-based quantification [61, 62, 64-66]. Aside from the obvious
limitation that no new proteins are detected by this method, the main limitation of
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SRM has been the large amount of time, effort, and money required to develop
high quality SRM assays [67]. Traditionally, the targeted method has therefore
been used to measure smaller sets of proteins. However, in recent years, software
tools for building and optimizing SRM assays have emerged to facilitate the
development of SRM assays [62, 68, 69] and the interest for applying SRM on a
broader scale has rapidly increased [69]. In the last five years, an enormous
enhancement in the SRM technology has been made both in terms of accuracy and
number of proteins being monitored [70].
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AIMS

General aims:

i) To map proteomic changes in the nasal proteome of hairdressers
challenged with persulfates to reveal potential underlying mechanisms
and/or identify candidate biomarkers for persulfate exposure and
effect.

ii) To examine if and how persulfates oxidize proteins in vitro and to
study if these modifications can be detected in vivo and possibly be
used as biomarkers for persulfate exposure or oxidative stress.

Specific aims:

i) To develop a strategy for identification and quantification of oxidative
modifications and apply the strategy on proteins oxidized in vitro with
persulfate.

ii) To investigate if oxidized peptides can be detected in NLF samples
from the persulfate challenged subjects and possibly be used as
biomarkers for persulfate exposure or oxidative stress.

iii) To develop a high throughput targeted method for quantification of
NLF proteins.

iv) To measure proteomic changes in NLF from persulfate challenged
subjects using an untargeted approach in pooled samples and a
targeted high throughput method in individual samples.
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METHODS

Nasal Lavage

NLF samples analyzed in the papers were obtained from a previous persulfate
challenge study [24] or from volunteers as described by Diab et al [24] (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Collection of nasal lavage fluid.

In vitro Oxidations

Hemoglobin (Hb), human serum albumin (HSA; paper I) and pooled NLF
samples (paper IV) were incubated with potassium persulfate at a molar ratio of
1:10 (protein/[K2S2O8]). The oxidants were removed by dialysis (paper I) or
desalting (paper II).
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Sample Preparation

Since high concentrations of salt can interfere with enzymatic digestion and
electrospray ionization (ESI), all samples were desalted prior to trypsin digestion.
Full-length Hb samples were purified prior to MS analysis by the use of C4

ZipTips (paper I).

To identify more proteins, NLF samples were depleted of six high-abundant
proteins (HSA, immunoglobulin G and A, transferrin, haptoglobin, and
antitrypsin) using multiple affinity removal spin cartridge (paper II).

Trypsin, which cleaves the protein C-terminal of arginine and lysine, was used for
enzymatic digestion in all papers. In order for trypsin to efficiently cleave the
protein into peptides, the three-dimensional structure of the protein has to be
interrupted. Therefore, prior to trypsin digestion, proteins were denatured using
heat, and disulfide bonds were reduced with dithiothreitol (DTT; paper I, III and
IV) or tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP; paper II). To prevent disulfide
bonds from reforming, the cysteines were alkylated with iodoacetamide.

Offline fractionation (paper I and III) by reversed phase liquid chromatography
(RPLC) was used in paper I and III to reduce sample complexity and thereby ion
suppression in MS analysis.

Mass Spectrometry

MS-platforms

Two MS platforms were used for data acquisition. The first MS platform was a
QSTAR pulsar hybrid quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (QqTOF-MS;
Applied Biosystems/Sciex) with a nanoelectrospray source connected to an LC
system with a capillary and a nano pump (1100 series, Agilent Technologies) and
the second MS platform was a 5500 QTRAP hybrid triple quadrupole/linear ion
trap mass spectrometer equipped with a TurboIonSpray source (QqQ/LIT-MS;
Applied Biosystems/Sciex) coupled to an online LC system (UFLCXR; Shimadzu
Corporation). ESI was used in both MS systems for ionization of peptides. Online
RPLC was used for peptide separation in all papers. In paper II, to improve
peptide separations multidimensional protein identification technology (MudPIT)
was applied by combining strong cation-exchange with nanoRPLC.
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Protein Identification

In paper III, pooled NLF digests were analyzed with nanoLC-QqTOF-MS and
LC-QqLIT-MS. Both fractionated and unfractionated samples were analyzed on
the QqTOF instrument. Data acquisition was conducted in information-dependent
data acquisition (IDA) mode. MS scans were followed by MS/MS scans for the
two or three most intense peaks. Proteins were identified by database searching
using the Protein Pilot software. Proteins with an unused protein score of >1.3
(confidence 95%) were selected for further analysis.

In paper III and IV, SRM-triggered MS/MS scans were used to demonstrate
absolute analyte specificity of SRM assays. The samples were analyzed with LC-
QqQ/LIT-MS in IDA mode. Scheduled SRM acquisition was followed by MS/MS
scans for the three most intense peaks. The resulting MS/MS data was analyzed
using the Protein Pilot software. Peptides with a peptide score >1.3 (confidence
>95%) were considered identified. Oxidized peptides with a peptide score >1.0
(confidence >90%) were considered identified or when manually sequenced, the
entire peptide sequence had to be covered by the b- and y-ions together.

Protein Quantification by iTRAQ-labeling

In paper II, protein quantification was conducted using isobaric tags for relative
and absolute quantification (iTRAQ) labeling. The NLF digests were labeled using
4-plex iTRAQ reagents and the samples were then analyzed with 2D-nanoLC-
MS/MS in IDA mode. MS scans were followed by MS/MS scans for the three
most intense peaks. Protein identification and quantification was conducted using
the Protein Pilot Software. Proteins with an unused protein score of >2.0
(confidence 99%) were considered identified. The 20 min, 2h and 5h time-point
were related to the baseline sample and data was normalized dividing each ratio
with the bias correction factors (the median value of all ratios). This normalization
accounts for variations in sample handling and it is based on the assumption that
the majority of the proteins do not change in abundance.

Protein Quantification by SRM

SRM assay development
In paper III an SRM method was developed. Protein selection was based on a
literature study with proteomic studies of samples originating from the nasal
cavity, and on experimentally obtained data. The software Skyline was used to
build and optimize the assays.
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Selection of peptides and transitions was based on a public MS/MS library, on
experimentally obtained MS/MS data and by systematically testing numerous
peptides. Only tryptic peptides, unique to the target protein and with a length of 6-
25 amino acids, were selected. To ensure reliable quantification the intention was
to include numerous peptides per protein. If possible, five peptides per protein
were selected for further analysis. To minimize the risk of monitoring the wrong
peptide, numerous co-eluting transitions per peptide were used. Transitions with
doubly or triply charged precursor ions and y- and b-ion fragments in m/z range
300-1250 were selected. Unscheduled SRM assays were first acquired to obtain
peptide retention times and scheduling was then applied to minimize the number
of transitions simultaneously searched for. All precursor ions with signal
intensities <500 counts were discarded and three to five transitions per peptide
were kept. The ones with the highest intensities were selected. Peptide selection
and data acquisition was repeated several times since many peptides were
discarded. In the next step, different parameters affecting sensitivity and/or
accuracy e.g. collision energies, declustering potentials, SRM detection window,
and target scan time, were optimized.

Protein Quantification by SRM
The SRM method developed in paper III, was slightly modified in paper IV and
was then applied on the samples from the persulfate challenge study. The final
SRM method contained 2166 transitions targeting 715 peptides from 246 proteins.
The SRM method was split into four scheduled MS/MS methods containing about
540 transitions each. Each peptide assay contained three to four transitions. The
SRM detection window and target scan time were set to 90s and 4s and the total
run time per MS/MS method was 32 min. The peaks from the transitions were
integrated and mean total peak areas of duplicate analyses were calculated. Peptide
ratios were calculated by relating mean total peak areas for each time-point to the
baseline sample. For the majority of proteins, more than one peptide was
measured. Protein ratios were calculated as the median of the peptide ratios of a
protein. Median values were used since they are more robust against outliers than
mean values[70]. Finally, normalization was applied to the data by dividing each
protein ratio with a correction factor. The median of all protein ratios for a subject
and for each time-point was calculated and used as the correction factor. This
normalization accounts for variations in sample handling and instrument operation
and it is based on the assumption that the majority of the proteins do not change in
abundance.
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MS Analyses of Protein Oxidation

Detection of Protein Oxidation by MS
In paper I, to investigate if any oxidations had been induced, samples of full-
length oxidized Hb were analyzed with QqTOF-MS. Full MS scans were collected
between m/z 400 to 1400 and the mass spectra with peaks corresponding to the
multiply charged Hb ions were converted by a deconvolution algorithm into a
mass spectrum containing masses of the Hb molecules. Also, to evaluate whether
DTT reduced induced oxidations, full-length Hb, with and without DTT, were
analyzed by QqTOF-MS.

Furthermore, tryptic digests of oxidized and non-oxidized samples were analyzed
with nanoLC-QqTOF-MS to detect peptides that were potentially modified. The
resulting data files were analyzed with two different software packages; MSight
[71] and MoDetect, developed in-house. MSight was used to visualize the LC-MS
data as two-dimensional (2-D) images where the y-axis represents the retention
time and the x-axis represents the m/z values while MoDetect organizes the LC-
MS data into a list of three columns containing retention time, m/z, and signal
intensity of analyzed peptides. Potentially oxidized peptides were detected by
comparing data from oxidized and non-oxidized samples.

Identification of Oxidized Peptides by MS/MS
In paper I, the peptides were fractionated offline prior to MS analysis and the
fractions were then analyzed by QqTOF-MS. Also, to identify isomeric oxidized
peptides, the oxidized trypsin digests were analyzed by nanoLC-QqTOF-MS.
Peptides were fragmented by collision induced dissociation (CID) and full
fragment ion spectra were then collected. Oxidized peptides were identified by
manually sequencing the MS/MS spectra.

Quantification of Oxidized Peptides
In paper I, oxidized peptides were quantified by SRM in in vitro oxidized samples
(Hb and HSA) and in NLF samples (five subjects pooled) obtained from the
persulfate challenge study. Furthermore, in paper IV, oxidized peptides were
quantified by SRM in NLF samples obtained from the same study. Also, in paper
I, to evaluate if oxidation was artifactually induced, Hb samples were prepared
with and without the mild oxidant 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperdine 1-oxyl (TEMPO).
TEMPO can quickly oxidize transition metals, thereby inhibiting the generation of
oxygen radicals[72].The oxidation degree was then measured using the SRM
assays targeting oxidized Hb peptides. Stability of the oxidized peptides from Hb
and HSA was evaluated in paper I by measuring the oxidized peptides in the
oxidized samples before and after 10 months of storage at -20°C.
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In paper I, each peptide assay contained two transitions. Quantification was based
on the peak of highest intensity. In paper IV, three transitions were used per
peptide assay and total peak areas were used for quantification. In paper IV,
absolute analyte specificity of the SRM assays was demonstrated by SRM
triggered MS/MS. Oxidation degree in each sample was estimated as the ratio
between the total peak area of the oxidized and the corresponding unmodified
peptide.

Study design

Persulfate challenge study

NLF samples analyzed in paper I, II and IV, were obtained from a persulfate-
challenge study conducted by Diab et al[24]. This study examined the effects of
persulfate on the nasal mucosa and on immune cells. The nasal challenge was
performed in two steps by spraying a potassium persulfate solution into the nasal
cavity; first with 0.001% potassium persulfate and then again after 20 min with
0.01% potassium persulfate. A nasal lavage was performed twice before the
challenge and then 20 min, 2h and 5h after the challenge. The first nasal lavage
was performed to wash the nasal cavity and the second nasal lavage was
performed to collect a baseline sample. Nasal symptoms were registered before, 15
min after the first and second challenge and 2h and 5h after the challenge. A total
symptom score was then calculated for the different types of nasal symptoms
(nasal blockage, secretions and number of sneezes). Three groups were studied; (i)
female hairdressers with bleaching powder related nasal symptoms,
(symptomatics,(S), N=15), (ii) female hairdressers without nasal symptoms
(asymptomatics (WS), N=14) and (iii) atopic females with pollen-related rhinitis
but without work-related exposure to bleaching powder (atopics (A), N=12 ). No
asthmatics were included in the study. Before the nasal challenge, a skin prick test
against 13 common allergens was performed for all study subjects.

NLF Samples

Samples from the persulfate challenge study were analyzed in paper I, II and IV.
In paper I, oxidized peptides were analyzed in pooled samples from five selected
individuals. In paper II, the iTRAQ technique in combination with 2D-nano LC
separations was used, which is labor intensive, and therefore samples were pooled
for each group and time point. In paper II, more stringent inclusion criteria were
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used since the samples were pooled and individual information was thus lost.
Also, in paper IV, one subject in the symptomatic group was excluded due to
sample shortage.

Statistical analyses

Linear Mixed Model

In paper IV, linear mixed modeling was used to analyze the protein log2-ratios
since this statistical model allows dependent data and since different number of
observations per subject can be included [73]. The assumption of normally
distributed residuals was checked visually by plotting histograms for each protein.
The log2-ratios were analyzed within group (S, WS and A) at each time point (20
min, 2h and 5h) (nine statistical tests per protein). Benjamini and Hochberg
correction was used to control for multiple testing since it offers more statistical
power compared to traditional approaches e.g. Bonferroni procedures [74]. The
proteins that remained statistically significant after the correction were selected for
a more comprehensive analysis. Peak integration was reviewed more thoroughly.
Three proteins were discarded due to weak signals or shifts in retention time of the
peptide assays. The data for the remaining proteins was analyzed again with linear
mixed modeling. The log2-ratios were analyzed within group (S, WS and A) and
time point (20min, 2h and 5h) as before but with a more careful selection of
covariance structure for each protein individually. Differences in log2-ratios
between the groups at each time point (20 min, 2h, 5h) were also analyzed and
Benjamini and Hochberg correction was used to control for multiple testing with
the significance level set at 0.05. Sensitivity analysis was conducted to test the
strength of the results. These analyses were conducted in three separate analyses;
i) exclusion of smokers, ii) exclusion of hairdressers with positive skin prick test
and subjects in the atopic group with negative skin prick tests, iii) exclusion of
hairdressers in the symptomatic group with a symptom score change <3 and
hairdressers in the asymptomatic group with a symptom score change >1.

Non-parametric methods

In paper IV, the oxidized peptides were analyzed using non-parametric methods.
Differences in oxidation degree between the groups at each time point (0, 20min,
2h and 5h) were analyzed using the Kruskal-Wallis H test. Differences between
the baseline time point and the other time points (20min, 2h and 5h) were analyzed
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using the Friedman and the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. First data was analyzed
within each group and then data was analyzed including all subjects without
respect to group belonging. The significance level was set at 0.05 and Bonferroni
correction was used to control for multiple testing. Sensitivity analysis was
conducted as described above.
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RESULTS AND COMMENTS

Protein Oxidation

In paper I, a strategy for identification and quantification of multiple oxidative
modifications within proteins was developed and applied on persulfate oxidized
Hb and HSA.

Full-length analyses of oxidized Hb indicated that persulfate induced oxidations
(multiples of +16 Da) in both chains of Hb. Tryptic digest of oxidized proteins
showed that persulfate induce oxidations to methionine (+16 Da and +32 Da) and
tryptophan (+16 Da and +32 Da) residues. The oxidation of methionine and
tryptophan by persulfate is in accordance with results from others [32, 75]. SRM
assays targeting the oxidized peptides were developed and the quantitative result
showed clear differences in oxidation degree between the in vitro oxidized and
non-oxidized samples; fold changes up to 500 were seen. In accordance with other
studies, Met55 in the beta chain [76-79] and Met548 in HSA [80] seemed to be
especially sensitive for oxidation.

In paper IV, new SRM assays targeting some of the oxidized peptides detected in
paper I and a few additional peptides were developed and measured in the NLF
samples from the persulfate challenge study. Assays targeting eleven oxidized
peptides and their corresponding unmodified peptide from complement C3,
fibrinogen alpha chain, HSA and Hb beta chain were developed. Numerous other
proteins e.g. α1-antitrypsin, apolipoprotein A-I, and gelsolin, and modification
types e.g. carbonylations, sulfinc and sulfonic acid, and side chain oxidations of a
few amino acid residues, were selected from the literature [81-84] but we were
only able to develop assays for peptides with methionine and tryptophan
oxidations.

In contrast to Hird et al [34], who showed that persulfate oxidized cysteine, we
were not able to detect any cysteine oxidations. This may be explained by the use
of DTT, which is a strong reducing agent used to reduce disulfide bonds of the
proteins. DTT reduces most types of cysteine oxidations except for sulfinic (+32
Da) and sulfonic acid (+48 Da) [85]. The full-length analysis of oxidized Hb, with
and without DTT, indicated that some oxidations were reduced by DTT but not
all. It is likely that these oxidations were cysteine oxidations.
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Methionine and tryptophan have been shown to be susceptible for artificial
oxidation, methionine during sample preparation, storage and ESI [86] and
tryptophan oxidations during electrophoresis [87]. Therefore artificial oxidation
was tested during sample preparation by the addition of the mild oxidant TEMPO.
The result for Hb with and without TEMPO added was similar. We therefore
concluded that artifactual oxidation by oxygen radicals generated from transition
metals was not a major issue during sample preparation of Hb. Also, stability
during storage was evaluated for the oxidized peptides. Similar results were
obtained before and after 10 months of storage at -20°C suggesting that the
modifications are stable.

In total, nine methionine residues and two tryptophan residues in HSA, the alpha-
and beta chains of Hb, fibrinogen alpha chain or complement C3 were identified
as oxidized (+16 Da and/or +32 Da) (Table 1). These proteins have been shown to
be targets for oxidation and most of these oxidations have been shown to be
induced by other oxidants as well [76-78, 80, 82, 83, 88, 89]. Thus, the induced
modifications do not reflect any specific oxidation pathway by persulfate, which
indicates that these modifications are not applicable as biomarkers for persulfate
exposure.

In paper IV, six oxidized peptides were detected in the NLF samples from the
persulfate challenged subjects. Oxidized peptides from all four proteins were
detected but it was only HSA peptides that were detected in a majority of the
samples. HSA is one of the most abundant proteins in NLF and therefore
modifications in HSA are more easily detected. No significant differences in
extent of oxidation were found between the groups for any of the six oxidized
peptides. The oxidation degree for the HSA peptide AW(+32)AVAR was
increased 2h and 5h after the challenge. Similar results were obtained for this
peptide in paper I, when a subset of individuals from the same study was
analyzed.

In paper I, peptides containing oxidized tryptophan eluting with different
retention times but with the same transitions suggests the presence of isomeric
structures. Oxidation of tryptophan residues results in a number of possible
oxidation products; different isomers of hydroxytryptophan (+16 Da),
oxindolylalanine (+16 Da), N-formylkynurenine (+32 Da), dioxindolylalanine
(+32 Da) [90, 91]. The presence of different isomeric structures can result in a less
accurate and precise quantification.
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Table 1. Oxidation degree of oxidized peptides. Oxidized peptides were measured by SRM in in vitro oxidized Hb and HSA (paper I), and in NLF from
a persulfate challenge study (paper I and IV). Samples were collected before and 20 min, 2h and 5h after the persulfate challenge. Pooled samples from
five subjects were analyzed in paper I. Median oxidation degree values for all measured samples in paper IV are presented. anon-detected.

Protein Peptide
[Control; Ox]

NLF from persulfate challenge study

[0; 20min; 2h; 5h]

Paper I Paper I Paper IV

Complement C3 ILLQGTPVAQM(+16)TEDAVDAER, (Met968) - - [0.6; 0.4; 0.4; 0.4]

Fibrinogen

alpha chain
DSHSLTTNIM(+16)EILR, (Met91) - - [2.0; 1.6; 2.3; 2.1]

Serum albumin

AW(+32)AVAR, (Trp214)

AW(+16)AVAR, (Trp214)

ETYGEM(+16)ADCCAK, (Met87)

LVRPEVDVM(+16)CTAFHDNEETFLK, (Met123)

LVRPEVDVM(+32)CTAFHDNEETFLKK, (Met123)

SHCIAEVENDEM(+16)PADLPSLAADFVESK, (Met298)

DVFLGM(+16)FLYEYAR, (Met329)

AVM(+16)DDFAAFVEK, (Met548)

AVM(+32)DDFAAFVEK, (Met548)

[0.004; 0.1]

[0.005; 0.7]

[0.1; 4.0]

[0.04; 3.0]

[0.0007; 0.02]

nda

nda

[0.1; 50]

[ nda ; 0.4]

[0.004; 0.005; 0.02; 0.01]

[0.001; 0.002 ; 0.001 ; 0.001 ]

[0.04; 0.05; 0.05; 0.05]

[0.06; 0.05; 0.06; 0.06]

[ nda nda ;  nda ]

-

-

[0.05; 0.04; 0.05; 0.05]

[ nda ;  nda ;  nda ]

[0.008; 0.009; 0.02*; 0.02*]

[nda]

-

-

-

[0.6; 0.4*; 0.6; 0.6]

[nda]

[0.1; 0.1; 0.1; 0.2*]

-

Hemoglobin

beta chain

LLVVYPW(+16)TQR, (Trp37)

LLVVYPW(+32)TQR, (Trp37)

FFESFGDLSTPDAVM(+16)GNPK, (Met55)

[0.03; 0.2]

[0.003; 0.04]

[20; 240]

-

-

-

[nda]

[nda]

[2.3; 1.9; 2.1; 2.3]

Hemoglobin

alpha chain
VADALTNAVAHVDDM(+16)PNALSALSDLHAHKLR,

(Met76)
[0.3; 2.0] - -
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Protein Abundances

SRM method targeting NLF Proteins

In paper III, an SRM method targeting 708 tryptic peptides representing 244
proteins was developed. Three to four transitions per peptide assay were used,
which resulted in a total number of 2146 transitions. Among the 244 proteins, 207
of the proteins were represented by two to five peptides. The sample analysis run
time was 45 min per method. In paper IV, to increase throughput, the LC gradient
was modified leading to a reduction of the analysis time from 45 min to 32 min.
Two additional proteins, identified in NLF in an unpublished untargeted LC-
MS/MS experiment, were also added to the SRM method. The final SRM method
contained 2166 transitions targeting 246 proteins.

Precision in peak areas for different runs on the same sample for the SRM method
has been assessed in numerous ways (paper III and IV). The developed SRM
method was reproducible and the majority of the peptide assays had within-run
and between-run precisions <20%.

Accuracy of the method was evaluated by analyzing three samples and a reference
sample prepared with varying and known amounts of HSA, serotransferrin, α-1-
acid glycoprotein 1 and apolipoprotein A-I (apo A-I). The proteins were quantified
using two to four peptides per protein. The vast majority of peptide and protein
ratios were in good agreement with expected ratios, although a majority of the
ratios were slightly higher than the expected ratios. Although this test was
performed in a less complex matrix it still indicates an acceptable accuracy of the
method.

LOD values for two peptides from apo A-I and two from lactotransferrin were in
the lower fmol-range (0.3 fmol to 10 fmol on column). The result indicates a high
sensitivity even though better sensitivity for SRM based analyses of plasma
digests with limit of quantitation values down to amol-levels have been presented
by others [92, 93].

Absolute analyte specificity was demonstrated by SRM triggered MS/MS. In total,
135 assays targeting peptides from 71 proteins have at this point been confirmed.
In paper IV, only two additional peptides were confirmed compared to paper III.
The concentrations of the other peptides may be too low for SRM triggered
MS/MS scans to generate good quality spectra.
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In paper III, the within-day variation of retention time was acceptable with a
median shift of ±3 sec. However, when the method was applied on the samples
from the persulfate challenge study, considerably longer shifts in retention times
were seen. The median retention time shift was ±23 sec between days when the
same column was used. Therefore, in paper IV, despite close monitoring of
retention times a few peptides were missed in some of the samples.

Proteomics in NLF from Persulfate Challenged Subjects

In paper II and IV, subjects challenged with persulfate were studied. Hairdressers
with bleaching powder associated rhinitis were compared to hairdressers without
any respiratory symptoms and with atopic individuals with no work related
exposure to persulfates.

In total, 99 proteins were detected in paper II and 244 proteins were detected in
paper IV. Twenty-two proteins in paper II and 47 proteins in paper IV had
changes that were statistically significant (p<0.05) in at least one of the groups and
time-points. Although, the changes were not statistically significant in both
studies, several of the proteins presented similar trends in the ratios e.g.
uteroglobin, WAP four disulfide core domain protein 2 (WFDC2), lipocalin-15,
beta-2-microglobulin, deleted in malignant brain tumors 1 protein and cystatin-S.
However, for several proteins the results in paper II and paper IV were not in
line with each other e.g. apo A-I and lactotransferrin. Only four proteins presented
changes that were statistically significant in both studies; reduced levels 5h after
the challenge was seen for neutrophil elastase in the atopic group and beta-2-
microglobulin and mucin-5B in the asymptomatic-group while increased levels 5h
after the challenge was seen for zymogen granule protein 16 homolog B in the
symptomatic group (Table 2).

In paper IV, a clear difference was seen between the groups regarding the number
of proteins statistically significant changes. Thirty nine proteins in the
asymptomatic group had changes that were statistically significant, compared to
13 for the atopic group and five for the symptomatic group. In paper II,
approximately equally many proteins where changed in the three groups; nine in
the symptomatic group, eleven in the asymptomatic group, and 13 in the atopic
group.

Few very distinct changes were seen between the symptomatic group and the other
groups. In paper II, the most pronounced differences were found for
lactotransferrin and apo A-I. These findings were not reproduced in paper IV. In
paper IV, distinct differences between the groups, although not statistically
significant, were seen for mucin-5B, interleukin-1 receptor antagonist protein
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(IL1RA), desmoplakin, Ig alpha-1 chain C region (IGHA1) glutathione S-
transferase P (GSTP1), and triosephosphate isomerase (TPIS). Similar protein
ratios were seen for mucin-5B in paper II and IV, except for one ratio. In paper
II increased levels were seen for this protein in the atopic group after 20 min,
while the results in paper IV did not indicate any change at all. The other proteins
were not detected in paper II or as in the case of IGHA1 that was removed in the
depletion step and could therefore not be compared.

Table 2. Significantly changed proteins in paper II and paper IV. NLF samples from a persulfate
challenge study were analyzed with SRM (paper IV) and with 2D-nanoLC-MS/MS combined with
iTRAQ-labeling (paper II). In the iTRAQ-study (paper II) samples were pooled and in the SRM
study (paper IV) all samples were analyzed individually. The protein ratios are expressed relative to
the baseline sample. *p<0.05. anon-detected. bEstimated marginal means.

Protein Time
SRMb iTRAQ

S WS A S WS A

Apolipoprotein A-I (apo A-I)

20 min 1.0 1.5 1.1 5.1* 1.0 1.1

2h 0.9 1.5 1.1

5h 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.0 1.4 1.2

Desmoplakin

20min 0.9 1.5 1.2 nda nda nda

2h 0.9 1.7* 1.1

5h 1.0 1.8* 1.1 nda nda nda

Extracellular glycoprotein

lacritin

20 min 1.2 1.7 1.1 2.5* 2.2 1.3*

2h 1.4 1.5 1.2

5h 1.6 1.3 2.7 1.3 6.6* 3.2*

Glutathione S-transferase P

(GSTP1)

20min 0.8 0.7* 0.7 nda nda nda

2h 1.0 0.6* 0.8

5h 0.8 0.7 0.7* nda nda nda

Ig alpha-1 chain C region

(IGHA1)

20min 1.0 1.3 1.3 nda nda nda

2h 0.9 1.5 1.3

5h 1.2 1.7* 1.3 nda nda nda
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Protein Time
SRMb iTRAQ

S WS A S WS A

Interleukin-1 receptor

antagonist protein (IL1RA)

20min 0.9 1.3* 1.1 nda nda nda

2h 0.8 1.3 1.1

5h 0.9 1.4* 1.1 nda nda nda

Lactotransferrin

20 min 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.5* 0.9 0.9

2h 1.6 1.2 1.1

5h 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2* 1.1

Mucin-5B

20min 1.4 1.1 0.9 1.7* 0.9 1.5*

2h 1.5 0.9 0.8

5h 1.1 0.6* 0.7 1.4* 0.6* 0.8

Polymeric immunoglobulin

receptor

20min 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0

2h 1.0 1.1 1.1

5h 1.1 1.5* 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.1

Triosephosphate isomerase

(TPIS)

20min 1.1 0.8 0.9 nda nda nda

2h 1.0 0.7* 0.9

5h 0.9 0.7* 0.6* nda nda nda

Uteroglobin

20min 0.6 0.5* 0.6 0.9 0.6 1.0

2h 0.5* 0.3* 0.5

5h 0.4* 0.3* 0.4* 0.5 0.5 0.8

WAP four-disulfide core

domain protein 2 (WFDC2)

20min 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.3

2h 0.7 0.5* 0.8

5h 0.6 0.5* 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.2
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Key findings

A powerful, high throughput screening method for quantification of 246 NLF
proteins was developed using SRM. The method has repeatedly been shown to
hold acceptable within-day precision and between-day precision (CV ≤ 20%) for a
majority of the assays. The method presented LOD values in the higher amol to
lower fmol-range indicating acceptable sensitivity, a dynamic range around four
orders of magnitude and acceptable accuracy.

A strategy to detect and quantify multiple protein oxidations was developed and
applied on persulfate oxidized proteins. It was shown that persulfate induced
oxidations to methionine and tryptophan. SRM assays targeting such peptides
were developed and measured in NLF samples from persulfate challenged
subjects. The oxidation degree increased after the persulfate challenge for a
peptide containing doubly oxidized tryptophan. However, since the reaction in
vivo was not immediate, it probably does not reflect persulfate exposure but it may
be suitable as a biomarker for oxidative stress. These modifications were stable
and detectable in vivo and can be measured with a high throughput method i.e.,
non-invasive, reproducible and can measure modifications in a multiplex manner.

In paper II and IV proteomic methods were applied to study subjects challenged
with persulfate. Hairdressers with bleaching powder associated rhinitis were
compared to hairdressers without any respiratory symptoms and to atopic subjects
without any work-related persulfate exposure. The studies showed that several
proteins associated with biologically relevant effects were changed e.g. epithelium
damage and repair, innate and acquired immunity, inflammation of the mucosa
and oxidative stress.
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Strengths and Weaknesses

Strategy to detect and quantify protein oxidation

A strategy was developed to detect and identify oxidative modifications in paper
I. The capability of detecting multiple modifications without any prior knowledge
is an important advantage of this method. However, despite a rather high
concentration of persulfate used for in vitro oxidation, only peptides containing
oxidized tryptophan and methionine were identified. Detecting oxidative
modifications by MS is challenging since the modifications often are present at
very low concentrations and are chemically unstable. Different enrichment
strategies and/or derivatization procedures are therefore frequently used when
studying oxidative modifications [94]. Thus, it is possible that other types of
modifications were induced but were missed due to low-abundance or labile
nature. Methionine and tryptophan have been shown to be susceptible for
artifactual oxidation [86, 87]. Even if it was shown that artifactual oxidation by
oxygen radicals generated from transition metals was not an issue, artifactual
oxidation may still be induced by some other pathway. The developed SRM
assays showed acceptable precision (<20%) and oxidized peptides were
consistently detectable in NLF samples without prior enrichment. Furthermore,
they were stable during storage. This method offers simplicity and multiple
modifications can be assessed in one analysis.

SRM method

The most important strength of the developed SRM method is that it can be
applied to measure a high number of proteins in many samples. It has been shown
to be reproducible, accurate and have a wide dynamic range. A main limitation of
using SRM to target many proteins is the time and labor demanding process to
develop the assays. Also, the SRM analyses conducted in paper IV, generated a
lot of data, which was manually reviewed. Thus, more efficient software tools for
method development and data analysis is desirable.

A shortcoming of this method is the lack of evidence for absolute analyte
specificity for many of the assays. On the other side, most proteins are represented
by at least two peptide assays and when these assays are in line with each other,
the result can still be reliable.

Label free methods usually offer simplicity in terms of fewer sample preparation
steps and many samples can be analyzed. However, the need for normalization
increases as more samples are analyzed. In paper IV, a global normalization
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approach was applied to control for variations in sample handling and instrument
operation. This type of normalization is rather rough and you risk to loose
important findings. In future studies when this many samples are being analyzed,
it would be beneficial to include at least a few internal standards for normalization.
To maintain a high throughput and to reduce the sources of variation, sample
preparation was kept as simple as possible. This approach was successful when
fewer samples were analyzed, but when more samples were analyzed larger
variations in retention times appeared. One possible explanation for this may be
the lack of a second clean-up step after trypsin digestion and prior to LC-MS/MS
analysis.

Study Design

The samples analyzed in paper II and IV, were obtained from a previous
persulfate challenge study conducted by Diab et al [24]. In this study, the subjects
were nasally provoked with potassium persulfate and NLF samples were collected
before and after the challenge. Since each individual is their own control,
biological variations are reduced and statistically significant differences are easier
to find. The use of two control groups is a clear advantage, one group with
hairdressers without respiratory symptoms and one group without any work
related exposure to persulfates but with an expected, more sensitive nasal mucosa
than healthy individuals. The atopic group may therefore nonspecifically react to
persulfate and this group can be used to distinguish between specific and non-
specific nasal reactions induced by the persulfate.

The most important limitations in study design were the non-homogenous study
groups. Both hairdresser groups contained smokers and subjects with positive skin
prick tests, while the atopic group contained subjects with negative skin prick test.
Atopy is a well-recognized risk factor for occupational airway diseases when
caused by high molecular weight agents but when caused by LMW agents the
association is less clear and the result is conflicting. In addition, the relationship
between smoking and occupational airway diseases is controversial [95]. We tried
to evaluate the strength of the result by conducting a sensitivity analysis but we
did only check if the results remained and not if any new appeared. It is likely that
some interesting findings were missed but a high number of proteins were
analyzed in this study and therefore there was a need for a rather strict approach in
selecting the most prominent findings. From a statistical point of view the sample
size was rather small. However, as a challenge and proteomics study it is large.
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Biological Findings

There were three proteins that had statistically significant changes in one of the
studies and with similar trends in the other study. Moreover, they showed the same
trend in all three groups. Decreased levels were seen for the two proteins
uteroglobin (Clara cell protein) and WFDC2 in all groups. They are produced by
different cells in the upper airways e.g. epithelial cells, mucous cells and/or cells
in the submucosal glands [96, 97]. Uteroglobin has been suggested as a biomarker
of respiratory epithelial damage after exposures to airway irritants [98] and
decreased levels of the WFDC2 have been associated with de-differentiation of
bronchial epithelial cells [96]. The changes in these proteins may suggest that an
epithelial damage was induced by the challenge. In addition, increased levels were
seen for extracellular glycoprotein lacritin. This protein, which is secreted from
lacrimal and salivary glands [99], has been suggested to promote epithelial
proliferation [100] and may thus promote tissue repair.

Only a few distinct changes were seen between the symptomatic hairdressers and
the other two groups. In paper II, increased levels of apo A-I and decreased levels
of lactotransferrin were seen exclusively in the symptomatic group 20 min after
the challenge. We were not able to reproduce these findings in paper IV. Apo A-I,
which is the major protein of high density lipoprotein, has been shown to have
antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties [101]. It has been shown to be
positively associated with allergic rhinitis and the increased levels seen among
subjects with allergic rhinitis has been suggested to reflect an inflammation in the
nasal mucosa [102]. Lactotransferrin is considered to be a part of host defense due
to its antibacterial capabilities [103]. Even though conflicting results were
obtained for these proteins in our two studies, they are biologically relevant and
should be further analyzed in future studies.

In paper IV, differences between the groups were found for mucin-5B, IL1RA,
desmoplakin, IGHA1, GSTP1, and TPIS. Unfortunately, among these proteins it
was only mucin-5B that was detected in paper II.

Both papers presented increased levels of mucin-5B in the symptomatic
hairdresser group while unchanged or decreased levels were seen in the
asymptomatic hairdresser group. The result was contradictory for the atopic group
at the 20 min time point; in paper II the protein was significantly increased and in
paper IV the result indicated unchanged concentrations, but at the 5h time point
ratios indicated decreased levels. Mucin-5B is produced by mucous cells in the
submucosal glands. It has been suggested to be involved in the clearance of
specific pathogens or airway irritants [41]. A balanced mucus production is
important for a normal lung function and an overproduction of mucus has been
associated with many airway diseases such as asthma, chronic bronchitis, cystic
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fibrosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and chronic rhinosinusitis [41,
104]. The changed levels in this protein probably reflect the nasal symptoms
induced by the challenge in the different groups.

Increased levels of IL1RA was seen in the asymptomatic hairdresser group. This
protein inhibits the activity of Interleukin-1 (IL-1α and IL-1β), which has been
shown to play crucial roles in acute and chronic inflammation and is fundamental
to innate immunity [105]. In addition, this protein has been proposed as
therapeutic target for bronchial asthma [106]. Thus, it is likely that IL1RA has a
protective role towards persulfate induced rhinitis.

Another protein that had a statistically significant increase in the asymptomatic
hairdresser group but was unchanged in the other two groups was desmoplakin.
Different adhesive protein complexes, such as tight junctions and desmosomes,
connect the epithelial cells to each other and to the surrounding tissue. These
protein complexes play vital roles in maintaining the structural integrity of the
epithelium [107]. Desmoplakin is one of the components of the desmosomes
[108]. The results may reflect an enhanced tissue repair among asymptomatic
hairdressers compared to the other two groups.

Statistically significant increased levels of IGHA1 and the closely related
polymeric immunoglobulin receptor (PIGR) were seen in the asymptomatic
hairdresser group after the challenge. The adaptive immune mechanisms of the
upper airway mucosa are mainly mediated by antibodies belonging to the secretory
immunoglobulin A (IgA) [44]. IgA in complex with PIGR is secreted into the
nasal lumen where it binds to infectious agents and toxic substances thereby
preventing them from penetrating the mucosa [44]. Decreased levels of IgA and
PIGR have been associated with allergic airway diseases [109, 110]. Thus, the
increased levels of IgA and PIGR may indicate a protection against persulfate-
induced rhinitis.

When persulfates are inhaled they may induce an inflammatory response leading
to oxidative stress. It is also generally recognized that oxidative stress is associated
with allergic diseases such as rhinitis and asthma [37]. Decreased levels of
proteins linked to resistance towards oxidative stress were seen in asymptomatic
and atopic groups, but not among symptomatics. GSTP1 is an antioxidant enzyme
catalyzing the conjugation of reduced glutathione with various electrophilic
compounds [111]. The decreased levels of TPIS probably reflect a metabolic
reconfiguration, which is a known adaptive response to oxidative stress. It has
been shown that a decreased activity of this glycolytic enzyme results in resistance
against oxidative stress [112]. Thus, the decreased levels of TPIS in these groups
may be linked to a protection towards oxidation mediated by persulfates or
inflammation. In paper IV, the oxidation degree of the albumin peptide
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AW(+32)AVAR increased 2h and 5h after the challenge indicating an endogenous
oxidative stress induced by the persulfate challenge.
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CONCLUSIONS

From this thesis the following conclusions can be drawn:

i) A strategy for identification of multiple oxidative modifications within
proteins was developed and SRM was used for quantification of
oxidized peptides in NLF samples. This approach demonstrates the
usefulness of SRM as a method for targeting multiple oxidative
modifications simultaneously.

ii) A high throughput screening method for quantification of 246 NLF
proteins was developed using SRM. The method is reproducible and it
can be applied to analyze many samples. However, some
improvements are needed e.g. internal standards, sample clean-up and
softwares for data analysis.

iii) Persulfates induced oxidizations to tryptophan and methionine
residues in vitro. Both types of modifications were detectable in vivo
but only tryptophan oxidations are stable enough in vivo to be suitable
as a biomarker. Peptides containing oxidized tryptophan are probably
not suitable as biomarkers for persulfate exposure due to poor
specificity. Instead they may be useful as biomarkers of oxidative
stress.

iv) Several proteins with biologically relevant functions were
significantly changed after the persulfate challenge in one of the
studies or in both. The significantly changed proteins were associated
with epithelium damage and repair, innate and acquired immunity,
inflammation of the mucosa and oxidative stress. Some of them seem
to be involved in mechanisms of toxicity and may be useful as early or
late effect biomarkers while others may have a protective function.
The exact role of these proteins in relation to persulfate induced
respiratory symptoms needs to be further studied as well as the
usefulness of them as effect biomarkers.
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

A group of proteins were defined that appears to be affected by the persulfate
challenge. The exact role of these proteins in relation to persulfate induced
respiratory symptoms needs to be further studied as well as the usefulness of them
as biomarkers of effect, in a new group of subjects challenged with persulfate.

In addition, different LMW agents may induce airway symptoms by similar
mechanisms and therefore these proteins should also be measured in subjects
exposed to other LMW agents.

The SRM method can be applied to other proteomic studies of the upper and
potentially also the lower airways. Some of the assays in this method can undergo
a more rigorous validation and can then be further developed into fully
quantitative assays.

The peptide containing oxidized tryptophan should be further evaluated as an
oxidative stress biomarker.

Other oxidized peptides that can be used to study oxidative stress should be
investigated using similar methods as in the present thesis.
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